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What is learned in the cradle is carried to the grave. 

 

Fresh impression penetrates into intellect which organizes 

the primary stage of future intellectuality you need. 

 

Toshiyuki Namai 

 

 

 

 

 

“What is learned in the cradle is carried to the grave,” this proverb really guides you the 

very importance for having fresh impression in your heart in a process to listen to 

English rationally spoken by your instructor, Toshiyuki Namai. 

 

Fresh impression unbelievably engenders the necessary basis for the sake of obtaining 

future knowledge in your individuality by inches. Such impression sensitively 

experienced by you can be a stable one which meaningfully remains in your heart for 

the rest of your life. 

 

Obviously, fresh impression remains in your heart and it deeply penetrates into intellect 

which primitively and systematically organizes the primary stage of your future 

intellectuality you need. 
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I’d like you to keep cleansing your heart in your 24 hours day after day. Because the 

immaculate state in your heart is necessary for you to have unforgettable impression in 

the lesson given by your instructor. 

 

The impression which is dramatically impressive and meaningfully unforgettable is 

very influential in keeping what you already learned in the lesson given. 

 

A multitude of people have no idea for them to keep what they learned individually after 

having learning experience. Those people who don’t know how to study effectively just 

memorize so many things to satisfy their greed for knowledge first, and unfortunately 

forget most of the things second. 

 

Usually, nobody knows how to keep knowledge systematically after getting it. It is said, 

“Ignorance is bliss.” Those people who just memorize the things and forget most of the 

things memorized absolutely waste their important time. 

 

Time is quintessentially sacred to the people, hence, it is unwise for them to waste such 

important time vainly. 

 

You are here right now with your instructor, Toshiyuki Namai. You are the luckiest one 

in the world. Because you fortunately came to know the best way, “how to keep 

knowledge you got and organize the primary stage of future intellectuality you need 

through receiving the extraordinary teaching from him.” It is a rare opportunity for the 

people in general. 

 

I’d like you to cleanse and purify yourself in your 24 hours every day every night. I’d like 

you to have a lot of fresh impression in your heart through listening to English 

rationally spoken by him. Experiencing listening to a lot of English in your heart 

cleansed and purified can be treated as the one babies (or boys and girls) experience in 

their pure heart which is not socially poisoned yet. 

 

Again, I’d like you to purely imagine and feel the following proverb (idea), “What is 

learned in the cradle is carried to the grave.” 


